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Inner Poloidal field coils
(Primary transformer circuit)
Outer Poloidal field coils




Resulting Helical Magnetic field
Toroidal magnetic field
Toroidal field coils
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High energy fusion neutrons and
ions collide with PFC atoms to
to form voids and vacancies
The length scales of the plasma
sheath and PFC surface differ
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Graphite sample manipulators: 9D Vertical position
11D, 2D Equatorial positions
°081 ta sedonA 2:tnalp egrahcsid wolG
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H2 GDC (30h) to extract O2
Boronization: 30-120 min 
   60-210 nm Boron
He GDC (6h) to remove H2
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Li pellet features:
Size = Ø1.5x5 mm
Vol = 8.8 mm3
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Catode Dark Space: λ
Anode zone
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Large E  (space charge
limited current flow)
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Low pressure, obstructed glow regime: d < λ  
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SIMS thickness / RGA boron concentration
SIMS thickness
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SIMS (11B+) / duration /
working pressure
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Glow plasma power (W)
9D Samples
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Type I boronization Type II boronization
Sample #29:
- IxV = 100W
- Duration: 360’
Sample #56:
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(b) Post-mortem lithiated graphite
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  peroxide  
LixCOyLi2-xCO3-yEVAp
Sample #45 & 47 
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Pristine
294 292 290 288 286 284 282 280540 538 536 534 532 530 528 526
Binding Energy (eV) Binding Energy (eV)
Sample #47
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5µm (Mo) + 15µm (W) 5µm (Mo) + 20µm (W)
TOP VIEW
SIDE VIEW
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10µm (W) 5µm (Mo) + 10µm (W)
TOP VIEW
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